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OUTSIDERS LOOKING IN:
ADVANCING THE IMMIGRANT WORKER MOVEMENT
THROUGH STRATEGIC MAINSTREAMING

Jennifer J. Lee*

I. INTRODUCTION

How can subordinated groups best advance their agenda? The recent success of undocumented immigrant youth activists (“DREAMers”) can be instructive, from the creation and extension of the program for deferred action for childhood arrivals (DACA) that provides for temporary immigration relief1 to the passage of numerous state laws providing for in-state tuition regardless of immigration status.2 At the same time, those within the movement have questioned the adherence to a DREAMer identity of the successful and culturally integrated student, who endorses mainstream exclusionary immigration norms while undermining the affirmation of a broader immigrant identity of all ages and backgrounds.3 As a result, some DREAMers have rejected the heavily compromised “comprehensive” immigration reform approach that provides a direct road to U.S. citizenship for some undocumented youth because it also continues to treat “immigrants as criminals.”4 They have engaged in more assertive civil
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disobedience tactics, such as “travel[ing] to Mexico and return[ing] to the United States through a legal port of entry, openly declaring their immigration status as a unique form of protest . . .”

The DREAMer movement presents an age-old problem of social movements: whether change should be pursued from the inside or outside. Groups who work from the inside may more realistically have the opportunity to address subordination maintained by the dominant class, but they also find themselves unwittingly acquiescing to an unjust hierarchical system. On the outside, groups can more radically challenge the system by bringing new normative ideals to the fore, an approach that can be both risky and have little chance of success.

The immigrant worker movement confronts this very same dilemma. To a certain degree, the story of the immigrant worker movement today is a familiar tale about law and culture. Law depends on dominant cultural norms, which have constrained the rights of immigrant workers. As a result, immigrant workers, community advocates, and public interest attorneys have been forced to embrace, construct, and perpetuate mainstreaming narratives of immigrant workers in legal cases, public policy campaigns, and grassroots actions. Mainstreaming involves the use of interpretive frames correlated to dominant cultural values that endeavor to create connections to mainstream society. One interpretive frame emphasizes the social identity of immigrant workers who contribute to society through the dignity of their own work. The other interpretive frame focuses on immigrant workers who are victimized by criminal employers who fail to obey the rule of law. In turn, the resulting legal framework begins to reflect these cultural narratives about immigrant workers.

This Article offers one of the first critical examinations of this law-and-cultural phenomenon, and how immigrant workers can use cultural narratives to advance the movement. My discussion about “immigrant workers” will be limited to the largest and most vulnerable subclass—those without lawful work authorization. These immigrant workers live as outsiders. Many commentators have reflected on the invisibility, exclusion, or partial inclusion of immigrant workers.

Economic Opportunity, and Immigration Modernization Act, S. 744, 113th Cong. (as passed by Senate, June 27, 2013) (providing differential treatment of immigrants depending on circumstances).


Immigrant workers are a diverse group who faces considerable challenges. Immigrant workers include those who have lawful authorization to work, such as unskilled workers on temporary H-2A and H-2B visas, high-tech workers on H-1B visas, and lawful permanent residents with “green cards.”
workers who lack full political citizenship as “aliens” within our laws. The collective prejudice of communities can situate immigrants as the “other”—outside of clearly marked “boundaries of who is an accepted member of society.” Inflammatory anti-immigrant rhetoric magnifies this exclusion, depicting immigrants as criminals and invaders bent on conquering and pillaging rather than integrating into U.S. society. Federal immigration enforcement and some state and local policies exacerbate the inhospitable climate that immigrant workers face daily. The courts have limited legal remedies for immigrant workers, and government agencies generally neglect the enforcement of workplace standards.

---


9 Stumpf, supra note 8, at 377.


It is within this framework that immigrant workers must determine how they can most effectively advance their movement.

To some extent, this Article assumes generalities across the immigrant worker movement, whereas in reality the movement is more dynamic and plural, with varied agendas for the multiple immigrant movements. Some movements may simply focus on providing redress to immigrant workers. Other movements may seek more broadly to end the exploitation of immigrant workers by addressing the overall decline of workplace standards for immigrant workers.¹⁵

With these various agendas in mind, the immigrant worker movement could focus on working from outside the system. One possibility is to work to transform the cultural dialogue into a more global conception of immigrant workers grounded in transnational citizenship or universal human rights. While such transformative cultural narratives provide a normative vision for the movement and offer the possibility of changing consciousness incrementally, such narratives are often impractical by themselves to achieve more immediate reform. More radical actions by immigrant workers can more directly challenge dominant culture that is ultimately responsible for their exploitation. They provide important counternarratives to the mainstream discourse about immigrant workers but can also be precarious for immigrant workers subject to deportation and rejected as too extreme. Even with the best efforts to change the mainstream dialogue, immigrant workers are often constrained as outsiders who are essentially trapped within a framework that can be unresponsive to these strategies.

Working from the inside, however, is fraught with well-known perils. Mainstreaming necessarily creates stereotypes and classes of outsiders, resulting in disfavoring immigrant workers who do not fit the role of the “good immigrant”—the iconic hard worker or victim. Interpretive frames associated with dominant groups can also obscure the need for fundamental structural change. On the other hand, given the constraints of the current system, the option of mainstreaming is often more likely to succeed. The use of mainstream narratives is not only more immediate and accessible but also has favorably impacted the legal rights of immigrant workers. And when immigrant workers’ voices power the mainstream narratives, the use of such narratives can empower workers and create solidarity among immigrant workers.

My argument is that because mainstream cultural narratives are often the most viable option, those that are owned, shaped, and cleverly deployed by immigrant workers can best promote the legal rights of immigrant workers while promoting their inclusion into society. This is what I term “strategic mainstreaming.” For strategic mainstreaming to be truly successful, advocates must ensure that

¹⁵ Outside of the context of workplace rights, the blended identity of the immigrant as worker can be connected to the advocacy agenda that seeks to reform the immigration system, from curbing enforcement to creating new pathways to citizenship.
immigrant workers are actively informing, if not leading, such activism. This approach corresponds to a vision of advocacy that respects the voice of subordinated individuals and communities, which maximizes empowerment and solidarity while minimizing the damage created by aligning with the dominant class. Minimizing damage might involve creating alliances with other subordinated groups or incorporating outsider strategies as part of the normative vision for the movement. At the same time, strategic mainstreaming offers a way that immigrant workers can gain political traction and power, often through the use of multifaceted advocacy with local mainstream institutions. The cultural phenomenon of mainstreaming immigrant narratives has proven to be effective in advancing legal rights in a current climate where immigrant workers, as outsiders, will continue to suffer from subordination because they lack traditional political power.

When immigrant workers use strategic mainstreaming, they are furthering their political goal of full membership into mainstream society. While the focus on legal rights may appear to accede to an inherently inequitable legal system, it is a pragmatic strategy for outsiders seeking to achieve a more normative vision of universal rights or full citizenship. Despite its perils, strategic mainstreaming is often the most viable option for achieving the inclusion of immigrants, which over time will help increase familiarity with immigrants as societal members. With such inclusion, immigrant workers will have built the political power to possibly achieve the normative vision for transforming their condition.

To develop my account of how immigrant workers can use cultural narratives to achieve their agenda, I divide this Article into four parts. Part II explores the interplay of law and culture in the immigrant worker movement by reviewing the ways that a variety of protagonists in the areas of litigation, immigration relief, public policy, and direct actions have opted to use mainstream cultural narratives to argue in favor of immigrant workers’ rights. Part III examines the political realities of considering alternative cultural narratives that are more transformative or radical for immigrant workers. Part IV addresses the concerns raised by using cultural narratives that correlate to dominant mainstream interests. Part V sets forth the vision of strategic mainstreaming as a viable way forward.

---


II. MAINSTREAMING IMMIGRANT WORKERS

As of late, the story of the immigrant worker movement often involves developing cultural narratives that are sympathetic and recognized by mainstream society. This is no coincidence. It reflects the well-known relationship between law and culture where law is “neither objective nor fixed but rather dependent on the relationship law shares with the dominant cultural and social patterns of society.”18 The politics and ideology derived from dominant cultural values have necessarily created the law that impacts immigrant workers.19 In order to advance their legal rights, the immigrant worker movement has had to search for openings in which to present cultural narratives that might provide a basis for finding a common ground identity with dominant cultural values. It has done so by the mainstreaming of immigrant workers in the courts, administrative agencies, legislature, and media. As a result, legal decisions, agency practices, public policy, and employer practices reflect these mainstream cultural narratives, which are actively shaping the legal rights of immigrant workers.

Given that immigrant workers are outsiders, social movement theory provides insight into how the immigrant worker movement can advance its agenda through mainstream cultural narratives. Professors Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison, for example, argue that a key to the success of social movements is to become a “serious and sympathetic agent of change” by outwardly expressing a collective identity that is familiar to mainstream society.20 Others like Professors Donatella della Porta and Mario Diani discuss a social movement’s use of interpretive frames, which allows the transformation of the natural into a social or political problem.21 They explain that the success of a social movement lies in the ability of actors to express their own values and motivations “in order to adapt them in the most efficient manner to the specific orientations of the sectors of public opinion which

18 GARY MINDA, POSTMODERN LEGAL MOVEMENTS: LAW AND JURISPRUDENCE AT CENTURY’S END 114 (1995); see also Alan Hunt, Foucault’s Expulsion of the Law: Toward a Retrieval, 17 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 1, 31 (1992) (stating that legal discourses “place limits of possibility on social action and impose specific forms of discursive possibility”); Austin Sarat & Jonathan Simon, Beyond Legal Realism?: Cultural Analysis, Cultural Studies, and the Situation of Legal Scholarship, 13 YALE J.L. & HUMAN. 3, 19–20 (2001) (noting that legal meanings are not a unidirectional process as individuals “deploy and use meanings strategically to advance interests and goals” by pressing “their understandings in and on law, and, in doing so, invite adaptation and change in legal practices”).


21 DELLA PORTA & DIANI, supra note 6, at 69.
they wish to mobilize.” This social movement becomes more powerful when the messages of the movement align with the values of mainstream culture, which are “explicitly associated with . . . dominant groups.” This alignment is similar to Professor Derrick Bell’s theory of how the racial equality espoused by *Brown v. Board of Education* was made possible by the convergence of interests between blacks and whites. Professor Richard Delgado has similarly argued that immigrants evoke sympathy by relating to the mainstream and may find power by identifying with familiar categories and linking up with larger groups, while Professor Fatma Marouf explains that one strategy to reduce intergroup bias is to combine members of separate groups into a single more inclusive group; “from ‘us’ and ‘them’ to a more inclusive ‘we.’” To the extent that a social movement can also use the messaging to reaffirm tradition, it provides a link to the cultural heritage and institutions of the country and acquires considerable weight.

When examining the immigrant worker movement through this law-and-culture frame, the interpretative frames of the movement consist of two mainstreaming cultural narratives. The first frame focuses on the universality of being a worker. These are individuals who, like anyone else in the workforce, are seeking the same things out of life through the dignity of their own work—the ability to survive independently and provide a better future for their children. These workers are willing to perform jobs that are dirty, dangerous, and undesirable, which in the popular imagination is a direct counter to the negative

---

22 Id. at 68.
23 Id. at 76–77, 80.
28 See DELLA PORTA & DIANI, supra note 6, at 75–76.
connotations of immigrant workers as criminals, freeloaders, and job stealers. By identifying as a worker, the emphasis is on the similarities between the persuader and the audience. This frame also resonates with mainstream tradition because of the almost mythic status of the United States as a place where hard work will accomplish the American Dream.

The second frame focuses on immigrant workers as victims of criminal employers who fail to obey the rule of law. This interpretive frame resonates with mainstream cultural narratives that seek to criminalize “new or pressing social challenges.” It does so by using “codes and symbols [that] not only form part of the mainstream culture . . . but [that] are also explicitly associated with dominant groups.” As “innocent victims of [actors] out of control,” this narrative also presents “no neutrals[] in the struggle between good and evil.” This frame can argue in favor of the greater good of workers generally, while deemphasizing immigration status to make concepts more politically palatable.

The protagonists of the immigrant worker movement who seek to deploy these mainstream cultural narratives for legal advocacy consist of a varied group operating in a range of forums. In section A, the focus is on immigrant workers who, through public interest attorneys, file litigation to address workplace violations or petition for immigration status based on their exploitation. Section B discusses the coalitions of immigrant workers, community advocates, and public interest attorneys who have advocated with governmental agencies or legislative bodies to reform public policy. Finally, section C examines immigrant workers who have engaged in direct actions against employers in order to obtain legal redress. Protagonists have had to determine the extent to which a particular forum embraces mainstream cultural narratives and whether mainstreaming is the more viable option. While the following discussion provides a taxonomy about how different protagonists operate, it is worth noting that the movement sometimes engages in multifaceted strategies that include legal action, public policy reform,


Stewart et al., supra note 6, at 157.


Della Porta & Diani, supra note 6, at 76.

Stewart et al., supra note 6, at 68, 161–62.
and direct action, driven by a variety of protagonists that fall outside of these classifications.

A. Public Interest Attorneys and Their Clients Pursue Traditional Legal Remedies

With traditional legal remedies, immigrant workers face two obvious constraints derived from the dominant cultural values about immigrants. The first is that immigrant workers, despite their presence within the U.S. territorial borders, are not entitled to the full panoply of rights accorded to U.S. citizens. The second is that immigration law is firmly grounded in the need to restrict the unlimited influx of immigrant workers. Despite these constraints, public interest attorneys and their clients have continued to file traditional legal cases to address workplace violations and pursued immigration relief for workplace exploitation. The administrative and judicial forums that adjudicate such complaints have often constrained immigrant workers to mainstream narratives in order to be successful. As a result, immigrant workers have provided new societal images of themselves as hard workers who have otherwise been victimized by their criminal employers. By developing these cultural narratives about immigrant workers, public interest attorneys, along with their clients, have brought about an identity transformation of immigrant workers in the law—one that is both sympathetic and familiar to mainstream society.

1. Litigating Workplace Exploitation

A number of favorable court decisions for immigrant workers have embraced the interpretive frames of the knowing employer, the innocent victimized worker, or the universal worker. These decisions reflect an attempt by the immigrant worker movement to limit the holding of Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB. The Court in Hoffman Plastic held that the National Labor Relations

38 The term “public interest attorneys” is meant broadly to include those who work for nonprofits, take cases pro bono, or recover fees after prevailing in a legal case.
39 The focus herein is on claims that have been adjudicated by the courts, although there is robust work by public interest attorneys that involves interfacing with administrative agencies. See infra Part III.B.
40 See EYERMAN & JAMISON, supra note 20, at 166; see also Marouf, supra note 27, at 177 (discussing the “strategic repertoire” of shifting focus from immigrant to worker identity).
Board (NLRB) could not award an unauthorized worker with back pay as a remedy under the National Labor Relations Act because it was prohibited by the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA). IRCA prohibits the hiring of immigrant workers who lack lawful authorization to work, like employee Jose Castro, who fraudulently obtained employment unbeknownst to the employer. 

Hoffman Plastic sent shock waves about the demise of the ability of immigrant workers to organize and assert their rights and has undoubtedly had some negative impacts.

Despite Hoffman Plastic, immigrant workers continue to use a variety of laws to obtain redress for workplace exploitation of immigrant workers, such as the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII), the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act (TVPRA), the Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act (MSAWPA), and various state equivalents. The balance of courts refuse to extend Hoffman Plastic to other laws impacting workers and continue to reaffirm the right of

---

42 Id. at 151–52.
43 Id. at 141.
unauthorized workers to access the courts to address their workplace exploitation based on unpaid wages,\textsuperscript{50} discrimination,\textsuperscript{51} and health and safety violations.\textsuperscript{52}

The interpretive frame of the culpable employer, in contrast to the innocent victim, has helped to establish the continued access of immigrant workers to the courts after \textit{Hoffman Plastic}.\textsuperscript{53} While immigrant workers may be unlawfully present, court decisions have focused instead on a narrative of “knowing” employers who engage in illegal conduct against workers while violating federal immigration law. In the context of FLSA coverage, where immigrant workers may seek those wages “actually earned,”\textsuperscript{54} courts further justify access to FLSA by


\textsuperscript{52} See Bollinger Shipyards, Inc. v. Dir., Office of Worker’s Comp. Programs, 604 F.3d 864, 879 (5th Cir. 2010); Madeira v. Affordable Hous. Found. Inc., 469 F.3d 219, 249 (2d Cir. 2006). The majority of states have held that unauthorized workers are entitled to workers’ compensation coverage, except for two state decisions that have restricted certain benefits based on immigration status. O’Donovan, supra note 49, at 304–06; see also Sanchez v. Eagle Alloy Inc., 658 N.W.2d 510, 514–16, 521 (Mich. Ct. App. 2003) (affirming coverage of unauthorized workers under the state workers’ compensation law, but denying wage-loss benefits for those who had obtained their jobs by use of false documents from the time that their illegal status became known); Reinforced Earth Co. v. Workers’ Comp. Appeal Bd., 810 A.2d 99, 108–09 & n.12 (Pa. 2002) (affirming coverage of unauthorized workers under the workers’ compensation law, but permitting suspension of benefits when the loss of earning power is caused by immigration status).

\textsuperscript{53} Courts arrive at these decisions for reasons apart from mainstream frames. Under the FLSA, for example, courts also consider the legislative history and statutory nature of FLSA, including its broad definition of employee. \textit{See} Cunningham-Parameter, supra note 36, at 1373–79; see also Jin-Ming Lin v. Chinatown Rest. Corp., 771 F. Supp. 2d 185, 190 (D. Mass. 2011) (arguing the court has no discretion under FLSA to determine who is an employee).

\textsuperscript{54} The cases are numerous: \textit{see supra} note 50 and accompanying text. Courts also provide deference to the U.S. Department of Labor’s interpretation on the issue. \textit{See} Zavala v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 393 F. Supp. 2d 295, 324 (D.N.J. 2005); U.S. Dep’t of Labor,
rationalizing that employers have incentives to participate in illegal workplace conduct against workers who are in the United States with “the hope of getting a job [] at any wage.” These same employers cannot then turn around and receive immunity from the same law they have violated. In Solano v. A Navas Party Production, Inc., for example, the court rejected any argument that Plaintiff, as an “illegal immigrant,” could not recover his wages since “Defendants knew of Plaintiff’s immigration status as they paid him in cash and did not report his wages.” Courts allude to the inherent inequitable result of precluding an award against such a “knowing employer,” particularly noting scenarios when workers may have been “misled by their employer.” Professor Hiroshi Motomura has noted that courts engage in this “comparative culpability,” which justifies recognition of “the rights of an unauthorized worker even when such recognition might seem foreclosed.” Focusing on employer wrongdoing results in the rebalancing of culpability to shift the focus from the Hoffman Plastics “con-artist”


57 Id. at *2 n.1.

58 Chellen v. John Pickle Co., 434 F. Supp. 2d 1056, 1099, amended and superseded by 446 F. Supp. 2d 1247 (N.D. Okla. 2006); Singh, 214 F. Supp. 2d at 1061. While this emphasis on the “knowing employer” could potentially raise the stakes for unauthorized workers who—like Jose Castro—use false papers to work, no court so far has required that a worker prove employer wrongdoing beyond the nonpayment of wages to have an actionable FLSA claim. The court in Ulin v. Lovell’s Antique Gallery found that the plaintiff was entitled to relief under FLSA regardless of whether he used false documents to obtain the job. No. C-09-03160 EDL, 2010 WL 3768012, at *9 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 22, 2010). Professor Christine Cimini reviews workers’ compensation, tort, and product liability cases where the use of fraudulent documents by immigrant workers affected their ability to recover damages. Christine N. Cimini, Undocumented Workers and Concepts of Fault: Are Courts Engaged in Legitimate Decisionmaking?, 65 VA. L. REV. 389, 412–14 (2012). It is noteworthy, however, that these cases are firmly in the minority. Compare id. at 412 nn.99–100 (citing cases where fraudulent immigration documents prohibited employees’ ability to collect worker’s compensation benefits), with supra note 52 and accompanying text (cases where courts have held that unauthorized workers are entitled to workers’ compensation coverage).

employee to the exploitative employer who might have real incentives to follow the law—be it FLSA or IRCA—if it is actually enforced.60

Cases that use the innocent victim narrative have also managed to facilitate the litigation of immigrant workers’ legal claims. Immigrant worker litigants have largely won protective orders to prevent employers who seek to use immigration status as a vehicle to intimidate litigants and sidetrack litigation.61 Immigrant workers are often reluctant to use litigation strategies because of the fear of retaliation for asserting their rights.62 Courts have largely rejected employers’ attempts to justify the relevancy of immigration status by finding it largely irrelevant,63 especially as to the credibility of immigrant workers as witnesses.64 In an effort to rebalance the culpability of actors, courts have noted that immigrant

60 Cunningham-Parmer, supra note 36, at 1391–92.
62 There are a variety of factors that make immigrant workers reluctant to proceed with litigation. See Jennifer J. Lee, Private Civil Remedies: A Viable Tool for Guest Worker Empowerment, 46 LOY. L.A. L. REV. 31, 72–73 (2012). A protective order, in and of itself, will often not change that dynamic. Once immigrant workers decide to proceed with litigation, however, a protective order can be helpful to protect against employer retaliation.
workers, many of whom “are willing to work for substandard wages in our economy’s most undesirable jobs,” would experience an in terrorem effect that would permit countless acts of illegal and reprehensible conduct to go unrept orted.65 In David v. Signal International,66 allowing inquiry into plaintiff’s status was “tantamount to a categorical ruling precluding foreign nationals from any protection against the type of abuses alleged.”67 Courts have also used the innocent victim frame—particularly for immigrant workers who may be fearful, non-English speaking, and unaware of their rights—to facilitate immigrant worker access to FLSA collective actions.68 In Leon v. Pelleh Poultry Corp.,69 the court justified the equitable tolling of wage claims under FLSA because it found that “immigrant Latino manual workers routinely working longer than ten hours per day and forty hours per week” did not have the opportunity to learn about their rights.70 In Suarez v. S & A Painting & Renovation Corp.,71 the court authorized the mailing of an opt-in notice to coworkers under the collective action mechanism of FLSA, in part, based on the immigrant class who “did not know enough to complain” and may have been unaware of their rights to overtime pay.72

Further, the interpretive frame of the universal worker has also resonated with the courts by connecting the legal plight of immigrant workers to the greater good of all workers. Litigants may be more successful if they advocate policy justifications that consider the impact on workers generally, rather than just on the litigants before the court. Courts, for example, rationalize that denying wage and hour protections for immigrant workers has the perverse result of harming citizen workers by encouraging employers to engage in illegal hiring of unauthorized workers, contrary to IRCA.73 According to Professor Motomura, this focus on “citizen proxies” can emphasize “the practical ties between unauthorized migrants and other persons.”74 Courts have also discussed policy justifications that look at the impact of the legal claims by immigrant workers on the workforce more

65 Rivera, 364 F.3d at 1064–65; see also Avila-Blum, 236 F.R.D. at 191 (stating that the disclosure of immigration status would discourage illegal alien workers from litigating unlawful discrimination and other employment-related claims).
67 Id. at 125.
70 Id. at *3.
71 No. 08-CV-2984 (CPS)(JO), 2008 WL 5054201 (E.D.N.Y. Nov. 21, 2008).
72 Id. at *2.
74 Motomura, supra note 59, at 1753–54.
generally. The Ninth Circuit in *Rivera v. NIBCO*\(^{75}\) emphasized the underlying purpose of private actions brought under Title VII—“to deter future discrimination and vindicate national policy of the highest priority,” which should equally apply to “victims of invidious discrimination” who are immigrant workers.\(^{76}\) In *Madeira v. Affordable Housing Foundation, Inc.*\(^{77}\) the court not only emphasized that “both the illegal employment relationship and the personal injury” were the product of wrongdoing by others but also that a failure to cover immigrant workers with state health and safety laws would seriously undermine the state’s significant interest in promoting workplace safety.\(^{78}\) By framing the plight of immigrant workers as more universal, litigants are able to provide some courts, which are willing to consider the importance of policies impacting workers more generally, with a rationale to find common ground with the mainstream.

2. Immigration Law Remedies

Immigration law is another realm where the very limited benefits available are allocated based on dominant cultural values such as family relationships, high-skilled professions, and clean criminal histories.\(^{79}\) In particular, the increased intersection of immigration with criminal law\(^{80}\) has largely resulted in limiting the rights of immigrant workers by increasing the removal of immigrants. While there are very few avenues for low-wage immigrant workers to petition for immigration status through their employer, immigrants may petition for immigration status based on certain kinds of victimization. By focusing on these limited openings, public interest attorneys and their clients—particularly when having to cooperate with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), the FBI, or local law enforcement—have been essentially constrained to deploying a cultural narrative about criminal employers who victimize immigrant workers in order to be successful. The use of these cultural narratives, however, has managed to expand

\(^{75}\) 364 F.3d 1057 (9th Cir. 2004).
\(^{76}\) *Id.* at 1068.
\(^{77}\) 469 F.3d 219 (2d Cir. 2006).
\(^{78}\) *Id.* at 237, 247–48.


the conceptual framework of these laws so that they apply to a broader number of immigrant workers.81

The immigration remedies available to immigrant workers are U visas and T visas, and prosecutorial discretion. For a U visa, a petitioner must show that they are a victim of an enumerated crime, which includes assault, trafficking-related crimes, perjury, obstruction of justice, and extortion.82 For a T visa, a petitioner must show they are a victim of a severe form of human trafficking, which is defined as “[t]he recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or services through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjecting to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery.”83 For prosecutorial discretion, an immigrant worker who is in removal proceedings must show that they are involved in a workplace dispute and are not otherwise considered to be a threat to public safety, national and border security, and the integrity of the immigration system.84

While each of these remedies has varying requirements, they all require the petitioner to persuade decision makers that the petitioner qualifies for immigration relief. In order to qualify for a U visa, the applicant must receive certification from a “Federal, State, or local law enforcement official,” “a Federal or State judge,” or “Federal, State, or local authorities investigating or prosecuting criminal activity.”85 A T visa does not require a similar certification, although the applicant must show compliance “with any reasonable request for assistance in the Federal, State, or local investigation or prosecution” and that they have at least sought

---

81 Federally funded legal services organizations are able to represent individuals who qualify for U and T visas as an exception to the general prohibition on representing immigrant workers without lawful immigration status. Aliens Eligible for Assistance Under Anti-Abuse Laws, 79 Fed. Reg. 21,872 (Apr. 18, 2014) (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. § 1626.4).
Prosecutorial discretion requires the agreement of federal prosecutors who are pursuing the immigrant worker’s removal.87 A successful case, therefore, involves using the cultural narrative of the criminal employer and the innocent victim to convince decision makers to support an application for immigration relief. The need for such an innocent victim narrative may be magnified when working with law enforcement agencies versus working with agencies that have more traditionally focused on labor violations, such as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the Department of Labor.88 Further, these narratives have been used to push the boundaries of victimization to include immigrant workers who would otherwise not be eligible for relief. For the U visa, such advocacy has sought to expand the conception of workplace exploitation as equivalent to crimes enumerated by the U visa statute.89 The crimes of extortion or obstruction of justice, for example, may cover retaliatory threats of deportation for the nonpayment of wages,90 while the crimes of perjury and fraud in foreign labor contracting may cover those who were recruited with false promises from abroad.91

87 In fact, although the program was brought out with much fanfare, it has largely been a disappointment for immigrant worker advocates, as the numbers of cases that have been granted discretion are miniscule and dwindling. See Paloma Esquivel, Deportation Case Closure Rise, but Backlog Continues, L.A. TIMES BLOG (July 25, 2012, 4:03 PM), http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/07/deportation-cases-closed.html, archived at http://perma.cc/D7B3-9MF8.
89 Eunice Hyunhye Cho, formerly at the National Employment Law Project, tracked the work of advocates who use U visas for exploited immigrant workers. E-mail from Eunice Hyunhye Cho, Staff Att’y, Nat’l Emp’t Law Project (July 8, 2013 1:12 MST) (on file with Utah Law Review). In Garcia v. Audubon Communities Management, LLC, for example, advocates were able to get the judge in a civil lawsuit to certify Plaintiffs for U visas for the crimes of involuntary servitude and trafficking based on their allegations of exploitation by their employer, which included consistent underpayment of wages and threats to evict them from housing or call law enforcement when workers complained about the lack of payment. Civil Action No. 08-01291, 2008 WL 1774584, at *1–4 (E.D. La. Apr. 15, 2008).
90 In Colorado, advocates used the crime of extortion to cover situations where employers threatened immigrant workers with deportation or calling immigration authorities in order to withhold wages from them. COLO. REV. STAT. § 18-3-207 (1.5).
T visa advocacy has focused on arguing for a more expansive conception of coercion, by reinforcing that physical force is unnecessary for the crime of forced labor and a victim’s particular situation is relevant.92 Professor Kathleen Kim discusses the legal development of what she calls “situational coercion,” which “evaluates all the circumstances surrounding the alleged trafficking scenario, paying special attention to power inequalities and the workers’ individual characteristics that may render them vulnerable to exploitation.”93 Around the country, public interest attorneys have used antitrafficking coalitions to increase the receptivity of federal law enforcement agencies to labor trafficking issues, by educating them about the multiple ways in which immigrant workers can be victimized.94

The reality is, however, that many immigrant workers will still fail to qualify for these immigration remedies because they cannot otherwise show, despite having suffered workplace exploitation, that the employer’s behavior was criminal for purposes of immigration law. Aware of such limitations, advocates are currently seeking legislative reform to increase the kinds of criminal activity tied to workplace abuse or retaliation against immigrant workers that would make them eligible for U visas.95 In the meantime, federal agencies remain receptive to these claims by immigrant workers, despite the hostile climate of immigration enforcement.96 Using the cultural narrative of the criminal employer and the victimized worker, public interest attorneys, along with their clients, can continue to expand the conceptual framework of these laws in order to maximize the availability of immigration relief for immigrant workers.

---


94 Telephone Interview with Patricia Medige, Former Co-Chair, Freedom Network (May 29, 2014) (on file with Utah Law Review).

95 Title III of the Border Security, Economic Opportunity, and Immigration Modernization Act has incorporated the POWER Act provisions. S. 744, 113th Cong. §§ 3101, 3201 (as passed by Senate, June 27, 2013).

B. Coalitions Reform Public Policy

Beyond the anti-immigrant climate created by federal, state, and local policies, immigrant workers also suffer from the general decline of workplace standards for low-wage workers and the general neglect of governmental agencies providing oversight of low-wage industries. These policies reflect the dominant cultural trends of the past decades. As such, workplace exploitation abounds for immigrant workers. With the recognition that effective public policy advocacy provides an opening for direct change, coalitions of immigrant workers, community advocates, and public interest attorneys have come together to affirmatively create local legislative changes and advocate for change with local agencies. This opening provided by elected officials and agency personnel is largely dependent on locality. It is also constrained by a governmental culture that can contain actors that are both anti-immigrant and probusiness. In order to succeed, therefore, coalitions have often chosen to embrace cultural narratives that focus on the criminality of employers, while emphasizing the social identity of the hard worker. By emphasizing the dichotomy between the evil employer and the virtuous victimized worker, the symbolic struggle aligns with the mainstream value of fighting crime. By promoting the identity of the hard worker and downplaying immigration status, coalitions manage to create a familiar character within American mythology while creating a connection more broadly across all low-wage workers. Coalitions, therefore, deliberately use these frames to strategically persuade decision makers, who are assessing public policy alternatives, to elect the option that resonates with mainstream values.

97 Rebecca Smith, Human Rights at Home: Human Rights as an Organizing and Legal Tool in Low-Wage Worker Communities, 3 STAN. J. C.R. & C.L. 285, 288–89 (2007); see also Bernhardt et al., supra note 19, at 13, 17–18 (describing how the decline in government enforcement from 1975 to present has negatively impacted low-wage workers); Munger, supra note 8, at 672–75 (noting how governmental policies that have reduced regulation and downsized the welfare state have resulted in the convergence between immigrants and the indigenous working poor in their exclusion from social citizenship).

98 The use of community advocates refers to a wide range of staff from community-based organizations, such as immigrant rights organizations, unions, worker centers, and faith-based institutions.

99 This section focuses on advocacy work with domestic agencies. As such, it does not cover the advocacy with foreign consulates in the United States that provide support to immigrant workers who are their nationals. See SHANNON GLEESON, CONFLICTING COMMITMENTS: THE POLITICS OF ENFORCING IMMIGRANT WORKER RIGHTS IN SAN JOSE AND HOUSTON 15 (2012); Peter J. Spiro, The (Dwindling) Rights and Obligations of Citizenship, 21 WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 899, 910 (2013).


101 See STEWART ET AL., supra note 6, at 166–67, 270.

102 GLEESON, supra note 99, at 18.
In their public policy campaigns, coalitions have focused on a variety of issues that plague immigrant workers, including wage theft (i.e. the nonpayment of wages) and the misclassification of workers. The prevalence of wage theft violations among low-wage immigrant workers is enormous—a recent report found that more than two-thirds of low-wage workers surveyed in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles had experienced a pay violation in the past workweek. Of the thousands of workers surveyed for this report, seventy percent were foreign-born workers. The misclassification of low-wage workers is on the
rise with employers seeking to exclude workers from employment protections.\footnote{Brishen Rogers, \textit{Toward Third-Party Liability for Wage Theft}, 31 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 1, 17 (2010); Andrea J. Vaughn, \textit{Identifying Misclassified Workers: Lessons Learned from Maryland’s Workplace Fraud Act}, CLEARINGHOUSE REV., July–Aug. 2012, at 142, 143.} By misclassifying workers as independent contractors, larger companies try to insulate themselves from liability as employers. Employers may also establish a structure where the workers appear to be solely employed by a contractor, staffing, or temporary leasing agency.\footnote{Bernhardt et al., \textit{supra} note 19, at 8–10.} Historically, this contingent structure was commonly found in agricultural work and the garment industry, but in recent decades is expanding to other industries.\footnote{Bernhardt et al., \textit{supra} note 19, at 8–10.}

Across the country, coalitions have campaigned around the issue of wage theft by advocating for local legislative changes.\footnote{Bruce Goldstein et al., \textit{Enforcing Fair Labor Standards in the Modern American Sweatshop: Rediscovering the Statutory Definition of Employment}, 46 UCLA L. REV. 983, 994–95, 997–98 (1999). Subcontracting has expanded to other industries such as janitorial work, industrial laundry (for hospitals and hotels), and food sales. Bernhardt et al., \textit{supra} note 19, at 9–10.} They emphasize that immigrant workers are necessary to the U.S. economy and that they seek to better their lives, as everyone else, through honest hard work.\footnote{There are a number of good resources that cover these campaigns. \textit{See, e.g.}, KIM BOBO, \textit{WAGE THEFT IN AMERICA: WHY MILLIONS OF WORKING AMERICANS ARE NOT GETTING PAID—AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT} 196–229 (2d ed. 2011); JANICE FINE, \textit{WORKER CENTERS: ORGANIZING COMMUNITIES AT THE EDGE OF A DREAM} 171–79 (2006); NAT’L EMP’T LAW PROJECT, \textit{WINNING WAGE JUSTICE: AN ADVOCATE’S GUIDE TO STATE AND CITY POLICIES TO FIGHT WAGE THEFT} 17–20 (2011) [hereinafter NELP, \textit{WINNING WAGE JUSTICE}]; NIK THEODORE, \textit{THE MOVEMENT TO END WAGE THEFT: A REPORT TO THE DISCOUNT FOUNDATION} 8–22 (2011), \textit{available at} http://www.discountfoundation.org/sites/all/files/Wage_Theft_Report_2011_Oct.pdf, \textit{archived at} http://perma.cc/CD7F-FSLQ. In New Mexico, efforts began with Somos Un Pueblo Unido, a statewide membership-based immigrant rights organization. BOBO, \textit{supra} at 197. In New York, Make the Road New York, an organization that fights for economic opportunity for and civic participation of immigrants, led the coalition that would take the local wage theft campaigns to the state level. \textit{Id.} at 199–200; Deborah Axt et al., \textit{The Campaign to Pass New York’s Wage Theft Prevention Act}, CLEARINGHOUSE REV., July–Aug. 2001, at 154, 154. In Seattle, Casa Latina, a community-based immigrant rights organization led the charge to get the city ordinance enacted. BOBO, \textit{supra} at 222; THEODORE, \textit{supra} at 17.} One worker stated, “It’s hard enough to get by in this economy, [but] it’s shameful that employers would steal
Another recounted, “I worked hard and did my part but my employer didn’t want to pay what he owed me. It was really hard on my family; I could barely buy food and clothes for my kids.”

By focusing on the criminality of employers, campaigns have increased the political salience of the mistreatment of these workers by fitting neatly with the American appetite to fight crime. Coalitions have transformed wage theft from a traditionally civil issue of nonpayment of wages into a criminal act. Language choice, by describing the way to see the world, is a well-known strategy in political communication because the control of language is “more likely to successfully translate belief into policy.” In New York, one of the wage theft bill sponsors would begin public appearances by stating, “There is a crime spree in this neighborhood.” The messaging in New York was that law-abiding employers have nothing to fear where, in fact, criminal employers are gaining an unfair competitive advantage over lawful employers. In Miami, ethical employers were approached to provide individual letters of support for the ordinance against wage theft. Coalitions have also framed the issue of misclassification of workers as payroll fraud against the government. In Illinois, for example, passage of the Employee Classification Act created civil penalties for misclassifying employees in the construction trades and created a private right of action by aggrieved employees. Similar to the arguments made in favor of preventing wage theft, proponents of regulating misclassification argue that law-abiding employers are disadvantaged by their counterparts who fail to play by the rules, resulting in fraud against the government. These lost governmental revenues are especially salient in times of local and state budget crises.

---


114 See Axt et al., supra note 110, at 156. The terminology of wage theft, for example, is a relatively recent phenomenon, where “a review of major newspapers and print sources reveals that the term ‘wage theft’ did not appear at all in the press until 2005.” THEODORE, supra note 110, at 22. In the span of just six years, news stories using this frame have increased from eight in 2005 to nearly 200 in 2010. Id.


116 Axt et al., supra note 110, at 156.

117 Id.

118 BOBO, supra note 110, at 220.

119 NELP, WINNING WAGE JUSTICE, supra note 110, at 85.

120 Employee Classification Act, 820 ILL. COMP. STAT. 185/1–185/999 (2008).

121 BOBO, supra note 110, at 238–39; Vaughn, supra note 107, at 144.
Coalitions have used these same narratives to actively advocate with local governmental agencies to improve enforcement policies. Local agency personnel become more sympathetic toward immigrant workers when they can show that their employer is comparatively engaged in serious wrongdoing. In New York, Make the Road New York, in collaboration with the Retail, Wholesale, and Department Store Union, has partnered with the New York Department of Labor in targeted-enforcement efforts. Professor Nik Theodore describes this collaboration as “[m]odeled after neighborhood watches that are designed to reduce street crime, this program—New York Wage Watch—targeted commercial districts for workplace sweeps, sending investigators into worksites to check for violations, and educating employers, workers, and neighborhood residents about employment laws.” By targeting the worst actors in certain industries, this initiative focused on a more systematic method of collecting wages while also improving overall compliance and strengthening deterrence.

The Workers Defense Project, formerly Casa Marianella, worked with the Austin Police Department and the local county attorney’s office to file criminal charges against employers who, through the crime of theft of service, have demonstrated an “intent not to pay” wages. This collaboration provided the local community with serious leverage in convincing employers that unpaid wages carried serious consequences. Most recently, other cities in Texas are attempting to replicate the use of criminal charges against employers who fail to pay wages, particularly given the recent state amendment to close the loophole for employers who have made a partial payment.


123 Theodore, supra note 110, at 18–19.

124 Id. at 19.

125 Id.

126 Workers Defense Project (WDP) is a membership-based organization that empowers low-income workers to achieve fair employment through education, direct services, organizing, and strategic partnerships. Who We Are, WORKERS DEF. PROJECT http://www.workersdefense.org/about-us/, archived at http://perma.cc/7CZF-BJXY (last visited Aug. 7, 2014).


128 Fine, supra note 110, at 88.

At times, these coalitions have deemphasized immigration status to make concepts more politically palatable by deliberately using an interpretative frame that fits all workers. Wage theft campaigns have managed to reshape the public imagination about immigrant workers and frame their exploitation within the greater context of the government’s failure to protect all low-wage workers. The passage of laws addressing immigrant worker exploitation has occurred, in part, because coalitions have come together with labor unions to push such legislation.\textsuperscript{130} In New York, the ability to project unanimous labor support was an important factor as unions had historical ties to legislative leaders that immigrant worker groups did not have at that time.\textsuperscript{131} In Miami, while the coalition consisted of unions such as Service Employees International Union (SEIU) and UNITE HERE, it reached out to the southern American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) to gain even broader labor support.\textsuperscript{132} In Washington, Casa Latina joined the Washington State Labor Council to more effectively press for governmental change.\textsuperscript{133} In the 1990s, there was a marked shift by unions to affirmatively recruit and organize immigrant workers based on the recognition of shared interests and the need to revive life in declining unions.\textsuperscript{134} While the support of labor has been crucial for building power, it has also provided these coalitions with the broader stamp of legitimacy by reframing the issue away from immigrants to its impact on all workers.\textsuperscript{135}

Coalitions have framed their campaigns to resonate with mainstream culture, whether it is by transforming the social identity of immigrant workers, minimizing immigration status by focusing on the greater good of all workers, or seeking to...

\textsuperscript{130} In New Mexico, for example, a broad coalition of advocates for day laborers, immigrants, and the homeless pushed for legislation to protect day laborers from employer exploitation by increasing civil and criminal penalties. Rebecca Smith, \textit{Day Labor Legislative Victories}, \textit{CLEARINGHOUSE REV.}, Jan.–Feb. 2006, at 546, 547. A survey by advocacy groups was used to show that not only half the workers identified themselves as U.S. citizens but also nearly three-quarters of the respondents were homeless. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{131} Axt et al., \textit{supra} note 110, at 157.

\textsuperscript{132} BOBO, \textit{supra} note 110, at 220.

\textsuperscript{133} THEODORE, \textit{supra} note 110, at 9.


criminalize these “new” social challenges.\textsuperscript{136} They do so by using mainstream symbols that are familiar to dominant groups making decisions about public policy.\textsuperscript{137} Campaigns are complicated organisms so that without deconstructing the unique and localized political context,\textsuperscript{138} it may be hard to tell exactly how any one accomplishment was achieved. A collective examination across these diverse campaigns has revealed, however, that coalitions have consistently used these common cultural narratives in order to take advantage of the limited opportunities that have been created by the dominant cultural framework. Thus, the mainstreaming of immigrant workers, which has become reflected in reformed public policies, plays a role in advancing immigrant workers’ rights.

C. Direct Actions by Immigrant Workers

Given the limitations created by traditional venues such as the courts, administrative agencies, and the legislature, immigrant workers have sometimes turned to direct actions. Immigrant workers may picket, protest, or take other highly visible action to highlight the issue of workplace exploitation. Through these actions, immigrant workers are forced to choose among the interpretive frames that would most effectively achieve their goals. Many times immigrant workers take this opportunity to provide cultural narratives that shame employers by exposing the ways in which they defy the rule of law, while shifting the narrative from immigrants as criminals to immigrants as hard workers employed in undesirable jobs. Both of these narratives become almost necessary in altering perceptions of a mainstream audience, whether it is employers, consumers, or the public at large. These narratives tell a story, which becomes a primary means of creating identification between the narrator and audience.\textsuperscript{139} By using these cultural narratives, immigrant workers are actively reshaping the legal practices of employers.

Immigrant workers capture the attention of employers with lively pickets that target foot traffic, impact commercial reputation, and garner media coverage.\textsuperscript{140} One group picketing in an employer’s residential neighborhood used a flyer recounting the worker’s story of exploitation: “[S]he suffered a variety of abuses including working without payment, working without meal or rest breaks, being transported from one client’s home to another in dangerous vehicles, being forced to clean homes on her knees and use pure bleach without any safety equipment,

\textsuperscript{136} Forman, supra note 33, at 346–47.
\textsuperscript{137} DELLA PORTA & DIANI, supra note 6, at 76.
\textsuperscript{138} See GLEESON, supra note 99, at 17 (describing the concept of “political field,” which requires an examination of an individual’s actions in relation to other actors and the context in which they occur).
\textsuperscript{139} STEWART ET AL., supra note 6, at 55, 250.
\textsuperscript{140} FINE, supra note 110, at 81–82.
and suffering regular verbal harassment and humiliation by the [employer]."\textsuperscript{141}

Another flyer distributed by picketers in front of the employer’s business stated: “We worked 10–12 hours per day, in dirty, unsafe factories."\textsuperscript{142} After an employer refused to comply with the court order, immigrant workers picketed an employer’s house with highly visible copies of the judgment that had been enlarged.\textsuperscript{143} Instead of the foreignness of workers, these actions emphasize the foreign nature of unscrupulous employers conducting business in an otherwise “lawful” society of commerce.\textsuperscript{144}

Direct actions are especially suitable at revealing the criminality of employers by exposing the secrecy that typically accompanies employment relationships in low-wage industries.\textsuperscript{145} The Domestic Workers United (DWU) has been at the forefront of exposing the privacy of domestic work and the unlawful coercion that can occur behind closed doors for immigrant workers who provide services, such as childcare, housekeeping, or elder care.\textsuperscript{146} DWU has engaged in regular gatherings in front of employer homes in demonstrations of shame.\textsuperscript{147} In one action, DWU held press conferences, picketed, and drew attention to the plight of an immigrant worker who “cared for a disabled child while also cleaning, cooking, ironing, sweeping, and hand washing clothes for the entire household” and worked “six days a week for less than $2.00 an hour and was forced to sleep in a sewage-filled basement.”\textsuperscript{148} The renowned Fair Food Program by the Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW) has similarly succeeded in publicly exposing how market mechanics manage to exploit farm workers.\textsuperscript{149} Because of CIW’s historic work in uncovering six human trafficking operations in Florida, CIW continues to link their Fair Food Program to slavery where its flyers remind the public that in

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
\textsuperscript{141} & REBECCA SMITH, NAT’L EMP’T LAW PROJECT, ENGAGING IN DIRECT ACTION CAMPAIGNS WITHOUT GETTING SLAPP’ED: TAKE ACTION AGAINST WAGE THEFT!, at XV (2007).\\
\textsuperscript{142} & \textit{Id.} at XVII.\\
\textsuperscript{143} & FINE, \textit{supra} note 110, at 81.\\
\textsuperscript{144} & Ironically, the “evil” employers are often foreign themselves, which raises questions both about the difficulty of enforcing laws against mainstream employers, see Lee, \textit{supra} note 62, at 48–49, and the kind of message that is sent about worker exploitation by foreign cultures, see Leti Volpp, \textit{Migrating Identities: On Labor, Culture, and Law}, 27 N.C. J. INT’L L. & COM. REG. 507, 510–11 (2002).\\
\textsuperscript{145} & \textit{See} THEODORE, \textit{supra} note 110, at 13.\\
\textsuperscript{146} & Eileen Boris & Premilla Nadasen, \textit{Domestic Workers Organize!}, 11 WORKINGUSA: THE J.L. & SOC’Y 413, 426–27 (2008).\\
\textsuperscript{147} & \textit{Id.} at 427.\\
\textsuperscript{148} & \textit{Id.} at 428.\\
\textsuperscript{149} & \textit{See} Greg Asbed & Sean Sellers, \textit{The Fair Food Program: Comprehensive, Verifiable and Sustainable Change for Farmworkers}, 16 U. PA. J.L. & SOC. CHANGE 39, 43–45 (2013). The CIW’s movement is imbued with basic human rights principles for farm workers. \textit{Id.} at 48. To the extent that CIW is targeting other progressive groups—ethical consumers, students, and faith-based communities—human rights as an interpretive frame can serve well to recruit these groups to their cause. \textit{Id.} at 43.
\end{tabular}
\end{footnotesize}
the most extreme cases, workers have “been forced to labor against their will through the use or threat of physical violence.” Companies that refuse to join the Fair Food Program are failing to “ensure slavery is not in its supply chain.” The terminology of “slavery” is a perfect example of how a movement transforms perceptions with a slogan that “encapsulate[s] an intolerable situation in a few striking, memorable words.”

Direct actions may be used in conjunction with litigation or other legal efforts. The Restaurant Opportunities Centers United (ROC), which organizes restaurant workers (some of them immigrant workers), uses direct action in combination with litigation and public policy reform to advance the rights of such workers. It uses “workplace justice” campaigns to hold “low-road” actors publicly accountable. In one such campaign, workers engaged in weekly protests for its campaign against the Andiamo chain of restaurants in Michigan. Andiamo was a particularly bad actor that was exposed for failing to pay wages, engaging in national origin discrimination (including calling its workers “wetbacks”), and acting in a retaliatory manner. Their direct action strategy was accompanied by federal litigation and complaints filed with the NLRB. As a


152 STEWART ET AL., supra note 6, at 176.


155 Id.


157 Id.

result of these efforts, the workers ultimately reached a resolution of “innovative anti-discrimination measures, complaint-resolution procedures, training, hiring, break, uniform and equipment policies, along with translation of employee materials for non-English speakers.”159 These multifaceted efforts may represent the best integration of legal strategy with grassroots movements.160

Given the constraints of traditional legal strategies, direct actions are sometimes the only available way to advance the legal rights of workers.161 Through these direct actions, immigrant workers have often embraced mainstream cultural narratives through storytelling, transcending the negative stereotypes of immigrants while focusing on the criminal acts of the employer. This storytelling affects public perceptions and brings about changes in thinking, feeling, and acting.162 Employers’ legal practices may begin to respond to such cultural narratives.163 By using these cultural narratives, immigrant workers have communicated a message that connects to a mainstream audience and have helped to establish themselves as serious and sympathetic agents of change.

III. ALTERNATIVES TO MAINSTREAMING

There are alternative approaches to mainstreaming to choose from. In an ideal world, a more transformative or radical approach from the outside alone would persuasively alter the hostile environment for immigrant workers. For this reason, it is worthwhile to examine alternative cultural narratives that provide for consciousness raising and a more comprehensive vision for addressing fundamental structural inequities. The movement sometimes frames immigrant workers as global citizens or as universal rights holders. In the alternative, an even more radical cultural narrative could be produced from acts of civil disobedience.

159 Id. The Andiamo campaign also involved reaching out to larger groups, such as United Auto Workers, who supported the campaign as a struggle by workers regardless of “industry or union membership.” Nathan Skid, Andiamo Restaurant Group Reaches Agreement in Worker Dispute, CRAIN’S DETROIT BUS. (Mar. 1, 2011, 5:18 PM), http://www.crainsdetroit.com/article/20110301/free/110309994/andiamo-restaurant-group-reaches-agreement-in-worker-dispute, archived at http://perma.cc/CCH9-U2X2.

160 See THEODORE, supra note 110, at 12–14; Scott L. Cummings, Hemmed in: Legal Mobilization in the Los Angeles Anti-Sweatshop Movement, 30 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 1, 5–6 (2009).


162 See Delgado, Rodrigo’s Homily, supra note 26, at 1276; STEWART ET AL., supra note 6, at 20.

that seek to reject the existing political and social order responsible for the exploitation of immigrant workers. While these alternatives may provide for a normative vision for the movement, they must also be considered within the existing framework where immigrant workers lack traditional political power. Given this significant reality for immigrant workers who are roused to fight and win, they may ultimately be forced to embrace aspects of mainstreaming strategies to succeed.164

Many scholars have explored ways to address the inherent contradiction between the employment of immigrant workers and the failure, based on their lack of immigration status, to accord them equal rights. Some proposals conceive of citizenship rights beyond the territorial boundaries of the United States. Professor Jennifer Gordon offers a new immigration status of ‘‘transnational labor citizenship,’ which would entitle the holder to come and go freely between the sending country and the United States, and to work in the United States without restriction.”165 Professor Linda Bosniak suggests a universal citizenship that extends beyond the boundaries of a nation-state.166 Others propose the use of international law as a way to conceive of immigrant workers as universal rights holders. For instance, Professor Ruben Garcia advocates for the use of international human rights in framing immigrant worker rights.167 In fact, these proposals, in many respects, represent the normative ideal for immigrant workers. The cultural narrative of the universal rights holder, for example, serves as a rallying cry for internally organizing workers themselves because it provides individuals with a sense of empowerment as being endowed basic rights as human beings.168 To the extent that movements work on these transformative possibilities, they provide important counter narratives to the mainstream culture by raising consciousness.

These interpretive frames are not dissimilar to the mainstreaming tactics in that they also create a narrative that seeks to be inclusionary of immigrant workers into mainstream society. The difference, however, is that the use of international

164 See Frances Fox Piven & Richard A. Cloward, Poor People’s Movements: Why They Succeed, How They Fail 36 (1977).
166 See Linda Bosniak, Universal Citizenship and the Problem of Alienage, 94 NW. U. L. Rev. 963, 981 (2000); see also Núñez, supra note 37, at 870 (discussing a postterritorial approach to immigrant workers where their rights accorded in the employment sphere are based on membership rather than the immigration status of workers).
law framing as a cultural narrative has generally not persuaded mainstream institutions to help move reform efforts forward. This is because the universal rights holder frame has generally failed to resonate with the values of mainstream culture, which diverge from international human rights norms. Further, any interpretive frame about universal citizenship lacks widespread appeal, based on the extremely contentious debate about the comparatively modest proposals to legalize some immigrants. Recent legislation proposed by Congress is being exacted at a substantial price, which is intended to ensure that lawful status is earned as an entitlement. Those who cannot qualify for such status in the first instance will be left vulnerable to become part of the new underclass of immigrant workers. Further, the realization of citizenship in and of itself will not solve many of the ills faced by immigrant workers.

---


171 The bill requires that those with registered provisional immigrant (RPI) status maintain a more or less solid work trajectory for ten years to earn lawful permanent residency (LPR). S. 744, 113th Cong., § 2102 (as passed by Senate, June 27, 2013). This requirement creates a potentially exploitative dynamic between employers and immigrant workers desperate to hold on to their jobs at any price. RPIs, who are low-wage workers, will have difficulty meeting the minimum income requirements to show that they will not become a “public charge” to qualify for LPR. Id. §§ 2101, 2323. Further, RPIs are ineligible for any benefits, including access to affordable health insurance. Id. §§ 2101–2102.

As an alternative, movements can choose a more radical cultural narrative to challenge mainstream institutions. In the United States, the somewhat fragmented Occupy Wall Street movement has taken on the cause of immigrant workers, finding a common theme of exploitation by the one percent.\footnote{David Bacon, \textit{Unions and Immigrants Join Occupy Movements}, TRUTHOUT (Dec. 6, 2011, 8:31 AM), http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/5417:unions-and-immigrants-join-occupy-movements, archived at http://perma.cc/Q9CF-SSHW.} The movement has garnered international attention while engaging in actions ranging from civil disobedience to more combative tactics that have led to clashes with the police.\footnote{Ryan Devereaux, \textit{Occupy Wall Street: There’s a Militant Animosity Built by Direct Action}, \textit{GUARDIAN} (Feb. 3, 2012, 2:57 PM), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/feb/03/occupy-wall-street-animosity-direct-action, archived at http://perma.cc/6M5Q-Q7TN.} In Brazil, workers who were furious about living and working conditions set fire to the worksite during a twenty-six day strike at the Jirau Dam.\footnote{Simon Romero, \textit{Amid Brazil’s Rush to Develop, Workers Resist}, N.Y. TIMES, May 5, 2012, at A6.} While dam workers have won some concessions from prior strikes, the most recent uprisings have been attributed to “vandals,” resulting in the arrival of military police to keep order and to prevent discouraged workers from quitting.\footnote{Id.; Mario Osava, \textit{Worker Revolts Delay Mega-Projects in Brazil}, INTER PRESS SERV. NEWS AGENCY (Apr. 25, 2012), http://www.ipsnews.net/2012/04/worker-revolts-delay-mega-projects-in-brazil/, archived at http://perma.cc/Y7AD-NFVE.}

These more radical actions can bring attention to an intolerable situation. The problem is that they can be written off by the mainstream as radical or criminal elements. At times, unlawful acts alone have been shown to thwart a movement, while an approach that is conducted within the established rules of the game may more easily gain an audience.\footnote{See STEWART ET AL., supra note 6, at 74, 235–37.} They also carry risks to the participants, which can include the imposition of criminal charges and deportation for immigrant workers. Immigrant workers may recognize their economic power as workers,\footnote{Immigrant workers dominate certain workplaces: “[f]oreign-born workers accounted for 40% of workers in farming, fishing, and forestry; 36% in cleaning and maintenance; 26% in construction and extraction; and 23% in food preparation and serving, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.” IMMIGRATION POL’Y CTR., \textit{Strength in Diversity: The Economic and Political Power of Immigrants, Latinos, and Asians}, AM. IMMIGRATION COUNCIL (Jan. 19, 2013), http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/just-facts/strength-diversity-economic-and-political-power-immigrants-latinos-and-asians, archived at http://perma.cc/N9TJ-NNBW [hereinafter IMMIGRATION POL’Y CTR., \textit{Strength in Diversity}].} although the ability to wield such power to affect labor market dynamics may be complicated by their immigration status as well as the underlying structure of employment relationships for low-wage workers.\footnote{FINE, supra note 110, at 257–58; Moody, supra note 135, at 155.} The 2006 immigrant marches raised the possibility of mass resistance, but have yet to be replicated on that sort
of scale.\textsuperscript{180} The rise of contingent work and subcontracting among immigrant workers, as among all low-wage jobs, makes the efficacy of stopping production less realistic, unless it otherwise resembles a fictionalized universe depicted in the film \textit{A Day Without a Mexican}.\textsuperscript{181} To the extent that there are immigrant workers who are willing to engage in even more radical tactics, they should continue to do so as such grassroots uprisings not only contribute diverse counter narratives in the public discourse\textsuperscript{182} but also embolden other immigrant workers into political action. The vast majority of immigrant workers, however, will disfavor such strategies because they do not wish to jeopardize the lives they have built for themselves and their families in the United States. It is also unclear that the use of coercive tactics alone against the dominant class is a winning strategy to convince the mainstream that change is necessary to advance the rights of immigrant workers.

Given the limited resources available to create, organize, and maintain social movements, the pragmatic question becomes, therefore, how to develop a strategy that advances rights within the current political reality. A consistent cultural narrative is that immigrants are people who will not and cannot become “American.”\textsuperscript{183} They not only lack full political citizenship but also experience outright prejudice created by anti-immigrant hostility.\textsuperscript{184} As a result, the reality for immigrant workers is that they live as subordinated members of U.S. society. As outsiders, immigrant workers practically need mainstream narratives to transform their situation into a social or political problem for the dominant class. The development of immigrant worker rights’ usually becomes possible not because of any local consensus about the normative ideals associated with universal citizenship or human rights but rather based on the movement’s ability to construct cultural narratives to address political realities.\textsuperscript{185} Immigrant workers are a

\textsuperscript{180} The 2006 immigrant marches were in response to pending federal legislation that sought to tighten borders, accelerate deportations, and criminalize immigrants. These national marches were “the largest effort by immigrants to influence policy in recent memory.” Rachel L. Swarns, \textit{Immigrants Rally in Scores of Cities for Legal Status}, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 11, 2006, at A1.

\textsuperscript{181} \textit{A Day Without a Mexican} (Altavista 2004). The satirical film presents the consequences of what one day would look like in California after all the Mexicans disappear into a mysterious pink fog. \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{183} \textit{See} CHAVEZ, \textit{supra} note 10, at 44–45 (referencing the public discourse about Latinos, especially Mexican immigrants and their descendants).

\textsuperscript{184} \textit{See} id. at 28–38; ROMÁN, \textit{supra} note 10, at 17–18.

\textsuperscript{185} \textit{See} PIVEN & CLOWARD, \textit{supra} note 164, at 35; Motomura, \textit{supra} note 59, at 1759 (noting the appeal of pragmatic versus moral arguments in making legal or public policy
politically unpopular group with little political voice. Working within established institutions such as the courts, administrative agencies, media, and legislature, therefore, often becomes a better way to address political realities.

While the focus on the use of law, particularly on individual legal rights, could be equated with accepting the unjust hierarchical social structure,\(^{186}\) it provides immigrant workers with a realistic opportunity to address their subordination maintained by the mainstream.\(^{187}\) Outsiders, like immigrant workers, cannot so easily reject working within the contours of the system as legal rights provide them with tangible gains to address their condition. While identifying harms created for immigrants who seek to attain mainstream “respectability” may be helpful,\(^{188}\) it fails to acknowledge that immigrants themselves may seek to be respected and understood within U.S. society. Nor do such critiques about immigrants seeking conformity with U.S. society ultimately offer a practical alternative, short of a complete transformation of the existing political and social order.\(^{189}\) Addressing legal rights incrementally with an eye towards political ends\(^{190}\) may be preferable to a wholesale rejection of the existing order with radical or transformative strategies, if a more radical approach will likely result in failure. Depending on the particular forum, locality, or goal, alternative strategies that are more transformative or radical may run alongside of or may even be preferable to mainstreaming. An approach that is conducted within the established rules of the game, however, is most commonly what is required by the constraints of the mainstream cultural narratives,\(^{191}\) providing the potential to change the situation of immigrant workers.

---

\(^{186}\) See MINDA, supra note 18, at 115 (“The goal of such work was to illustrate how legal doctrine, as a manifestation of the ideology of liberalism, contributed to an unjust, hierarchical social structure.”).


\(^{189}\) See, e.g., Monisha Das Gupta, Rights in a Transnational Era, in IMMIGRANT RIGHTS IN THE SHADOWS OF CITIZENSHIP, supra note 161, at 402, 419 (arguing for an abandonment of the discourse of civil rights and citizenship and engaging in a “thoroughgoing and historicized analysis of current forms of colonialism that gird the subjugation and displacement of indigenous people and migrants”).


\(^{191}\) STEWART ET AL., supra note 6, at 235–37. Even with direct actions, immigrant workers are careful to confine their persuasive efforts to actions that are protected by the First Amendment. See, e.g., SMITH, supra note 141, at xix–xx (discussing tips for picketing at a private business or home).
IV. RESPONSES TO THE PERILS OF MAINSTREAMING

How should the immigrant worker movement manage the tradeoffs raised by mainstream cultural narratives? The perils of mainstreaming are well known—they include the creation of disadvantaged out-groups and group-based stereotypes. The strong identification with mainstream norms can also become an obstacle limiting the capacity to create more structural changes. The various forums where immigrant workers seek to advance their rights, such as the courts, administrative agencies, and legislatures, vary in the extent to which they are wedded to the dominant cultural framework. When immigrant workers are forced to embrace mainstreaming in these forums, the immediate benefits are more appreciable and hold promise to help empower and build the movement of immigrant workers. A closer examination of the costs helps to clarify the risks for immigrant workers, community advocates, and public interest attorneys. The way for movements to manage the use of mainstream cultural narratives is to proceed “with their eyes open”—where protagonists construct a more thoughtful strategy that seeks to minimize the costs. They can do so by focusing on connections between similarly subordinated groups, even those with different agendas, to collectively challenge underlying structural inequities that help maintain a normative vision for the movement.

The public narrative of the iconic hard-working immigrant can create a class of outsiders who are neither sympathetic nor any familiar embodiment of mainstream values. The interpretive frame of the hard-working immigrant worker is the counterpoint to the lazy unemployed worker who subsists on government benefits. Those who subsist on welfare entitlements are seen as outcasts of society who individually lack work ethic that is embedded in the U.S. tradition. There is a persistent fear that immigrants come to the United States to drain public resources, even though they are barred from most public benefits. Immigration reform proposals epitomize this fear by barring those who obtain lawful immigration status from any federal means-tested benefit or subsidy provided by the Affordable Care Act.

Similarly, by emphasizing the victimization of immigrant workers, criminal immigrants become an out-group. Much of the criticism pertaining to T visas, for example, is devoted to the narrowness with which the government has implemented the mandate of the statute, particularly in viewing who is considered a “worthy” victim. Prosecutorial discretion similarly continues this unseemly
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193 See S. 744, 113th Cong., §§ 2101, 2323 (as passed by Senate, June 27, 2013).

194 See, e.g., Jennifer M. Chacón, Misery and Myopia: Understanding the Failures of U.S. Efforts to Stop Human Trafficking, 74 FORDHAM L. REV. 2977, 3022–23 (2006) (asserting that “[i]mmigration law has long categorized individuals who have been
focus on rewarding immigrants who are “worthy” of immigration status while leaving behind the “unwanted” immigrants who are considered a “threat to public safety.”\textsuperscript{195} And although the U and T visas have fairly generous waivers for past

exploited in the workforce as criminals rather than victims”); Jennifer M. Chacón, Tensions and Trade-Offs: Protecting Trafficking Victims in the Era of Immigration Enforcement, 158 U. PA. L. REV. 1609, 1615 (2010) (“[S]ome efforts to address the problem of trafficking within the framework of heightened border restrictions have the perhaps unintended effect of reinforcing migrants’ vulnerability to exploitation.”); Grace Chang & Kathleen Kim, Reconceptualizing Approaches to Human Trafficking: New Directions and Perspectives from the Field(s), 3 STAN. J. C.R. & C.L. 317, 325 (2007) (noting that illegal immigrants trafficked to Los Angeles are exploited in many fields, including domestic, agricultural, and industrial and factory work, and arguing that law enforcement focuses too much on sex trafficking exploitation while ignoring exploitation in the workplace); Joyce Koo Dalrymple, Human Trafficking: Protecting Human Rights in the Trafficking Victims Protection Act, 25 B.C. THIRD WORLD L.J. 451, 473 (2005) (arguing that the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) should—which it does not currently do—“grant protection to victims of all forms of trafficking, so that they are not dissuaded from seeking assistance or are left without relief”); Ankita Patel, Back to the Drawing Board: Rethinking Protections Available to Victims of Trafficking, 9 SEATTLE J. FOR SOC. JUST. 813, 828–29 (2011) (“[T]he law presents Immigration [sic] and Customs Enforcement (ICE) with a conflict of interest; the agency is responsible for detaining and deporting undocumented immigrants while also identifying and providing trafficking victims with the certification necessary to obtain a T-visa.”); Hussein Sadruddin et al., Human Trafficking in the United States: Expanding Victim Protection Beyond Prosecution Witnesses, 16 STAN. L. & POL’Y REV. 379, 395 (2005) (discussing weaknesses and limitations of the TVPA); Jayashri Srikantiah, Perfect Victims and Real Survivors: The Iconic Victim in Domestic Human Trafficking Law, 87 B.U. L. REV. 157, 201 (2007) (comparing and distinguishing illegal immigrants from sex trafficking victims); Robert Uy, Blinded by Red Lights: Why Trafficking Discourse Should Shift Away from Sex and the “Perfect Victim” Paradigm, 26 BERKELEY J. GENDER L. & JUST. 204, 207–08 (2011) (contending that there is too much focus on trafficking only as a “sex” issue and not a labor issue); see also Marouf, supra note 27, at 174 (identifying more generally the problems associated with victim-based immigration relief).

\textsuperscript{195} Prosecutorial discretion, for example, is disfavored for those deemed to have a lengthy criminal record, gang membership, immigration violations (including unlawful reentry and immigration fraud), felony convictions, or misdemeanor violations involving violence, sexual abuse, driving under the influence, and drug distribution. Prosecutorial Discretion by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) in Cases Involving Immigrant Workers, NAT’L EMP’T L. PROJECT (Jan. 2012), http://www.nelp.org/page/-/Justice/2012ProsecutorialDiscretionImmigrantWorkers.pdf?nocdn=1?nocdn=1, archived at http://perma.cc/R7LZ-QVYE; see also Prosecutorial Discretion and Immigrant Workers: Recommendations for Implementation, NAT’L IMMIGRATION L. CTR. (Mar. 2012), http://nilc.org/PDimmworkers.html, archived at http://perma.cc/4AT2-S7QF (“[C]ertain immigrant workers may qualify for prosecutorial discretion, including individuals cooperating with federal, state or local law enforcement authorities.”) (citation omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
criminal history, the relief is discretionary, requiring immigrant workers to create a sympathetic portrayal of themselves as victims. The meaning of public safety is already distorted by the immigration laws, where those who have committed minor crimes can face severe consequences under the immigration system. The emphasis on worthy victims potentially raises the stakes for viewing those immigrant workers who have used fraudulent documents to obtain work as criminals. Overall, it can help feed the criminalization hysteria that surrounds immigrants.

Further, the interpretive frame of the hard-working or victimized immigrant, or the “good immigrant,” may help to support stereotypes about immigrant workers in mainstream culture. These generalizations can fuel intergroup bias by relying on simple stereotypes rather than a more complex understanding of individuals. Immigrants, for example, become essentialized workers who are divorced from their individual characteristics as human beings. Professor Leticia
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198 Under the proposed Border Security, Economic Opportunity, and Immigration Modernization Act, the act of entering unlawfully or working with a false social security number is converted from a civil violation into a federal crime. S. 744, 113th Cong., §§ 3102, 3704 (as passed by Senate, June 27, 2013); see also Cimini, supra note 58, at 412–13 (identifying cases where courts barred employees from remedies because of IRCA-related fraud).


201 The current H-2A visa program, for example, is designed to provide captive immigrant labor to employers, living in employer-owned housing where the annoyance of real life (e.g., families) does not intrude on their ability to work long hours. See
Saucedo explains how a cultural mythology exists about immigrant workers being well suited for low-wage work with little reward because of their complacency and pliability. Immigrant workers may have to act the part of the powerless victim to achieve results, although that may be contrary to their personal empowerment. Professor Leti Volpp explains that the victimization of immigrants risks characterizing them as passive, where the dangerous intersection of culture and victim status can lead to a portrayal of immigrants who lack the wherewithal to act for themselves without the intervention of “the largesse of the benign state.”

The conception of the “good immigrant” also sets native-born individuals against immigrants, creating divisions among subordinated groups, often along racial lines. In particular, this narrative reinforces the out-group status of African Americans. The hard-working immigrant is easily contrasted with those who subsist on welfare entitlements, who in the public imagination are often African-American. The emphasis on the innocent immigrant is pitted against the common conception of the criminality of African-Americans.

The problem may also become magnified by workers themselves, where immigrant workers seek to ally themselves with Whites by being “not Black,” and African-American workers seek to emphasize their similarities with Whites as “citizens.”
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203 Volpp, supra note 144, at 509.

204 The forgotten group among these categorizations is immigrants from Africa. Zachery Williams et al., A History of Black Immigration into the United States Through the Lens of the African American Civil and Human Rights Struggle, in IMMIGRANT RIGHTS IN THE SHADOWS OF CITIZENSHIP, supra note 161, at 94, 113; see generally Aliya Saperstein & Andrew M. Penner, The Race of a Criminal Record: How Incarceration Colors Racial Perceptions, 57 SOC. PROBS. 92, 96 (2010) (discussing how people’s stereotypical association of African Americans and crime).


206 See e.g., Leland Ware & David C. Wilson, Jim Crow on the “Down Low”: Subtle Racial Appeals in Presidential Campaigns, 24 ST. JOHN’S J. LEGAL COMMENT. 299, 311 (2009) (describing the subtle racial appeal of Reagan’s attack on the food stamps program illustrated by an able-bodied African American who was taking advantage of the system).

207 Gordon & Lenhardt, supra note 29, at 1226–27; see also Shannon Gleeson, Labor Rights for All? The Role of Undocumented Immigrant Status for Worker Claims Making, 35 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 561, 590 (2010) (discussing how Latino immigrants seek to identify
Finally, these interpretive frames overall defuse focus from structural inequalities that facilitate the exploitation of such workers. They do so by creating a strong identification with certain mainstream norms and values that can limit the capacity for fundamental change of structural inequities in the workplace that contribute to immigrant worker exploitation. 208 This public narrative of the quintessential immigrant worker, who is willing to work long hours in dead-end jobs for low wages, perpetuates the notion that unemployment is the result of lazy individuals who refuse to be gainfully employed. It ignores the significant reality that a social safety net is required because of the underlying structural inequalities that not only create unemployment but also merge low-wage work with poverty. 209 The allegedly organic phenomenon of low-wage industries dominated by immigrant workers belies the extreme degradation of workplace standards that make it so that no native-born workers will do such jobs, 210 obfuscating the underlying need to address systemic issues related to raising the overall workplace standards of low-wage workers. 211 Immigrant workers have suffered because of overall governmental policies related to low-wage jobs and immigration. By addressing the evil perpetrated by individual employers, however, the mainstream perception becomes that the exploitation of immigrant workers is entirely the result of private actions. 212

The on-the-ground reality faced by immigrant workers, however, requires real solutions to their problems. Immigrant workers, community advocates, and public interest attorneys have used mainstream cultural narratives to push the boundaries of existing law and advance the legal rights of immigrant workers. In the litigation realm, public interest attorneys push the envelope by using strategies such as wage liens and traditional collections to become more effective at recovering monetary judgments. 213 Cases continue to harness the “joint employment doctrine” to hold themselves as “good” workers, distinguishing themselves from the “hypercriminalized stereotype of African Americans”).

208 See DELLA PORTA & DIANI, supra note 6, at 68.


210 Sheepherder jobs in the United States, for example, are dominated by immigrant workers because of the job terms and conditions. In Colorado, for $650 per month, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, workers are expected to live in housing without running water, bathroom facilities, or electricity. MIGRANT FARM WORKER DIV., COLO. LEGAL SERVS., OVERWORKED AND UNDERPAID: H-2A HERDERS IN COLORADO 4–6 (2010).

211 See Saucedo, supra note 202, at 975–76.

212 The fear is that any efforts to placate the movement can transform the climate, which nourishes the protest into one where the movement is co-opted by mainstream power. PIVEN & CLOWARD, supra note 164, at 29–32.

213 NELP, WINNING WAGE JUSTICE, supra note 110, at 113–15.
larger companies liable under a maze of subcontracting and to seek broader workplace relief through collective or class actions. The POWER Act proposal has sought to vastly expand the definition of immigrant workers who would qualify for victim visas. Coalitions advocating for public policy reform have had unprecedented success in advocating for the expansion of legal rights related to the nonpayment of wages, misclassification of workers, and retaliation by employers. Direct action campaigns have engaged private employers to obtain redress and reform. Multifaceted campaigns that tactically combine these strategies provide for some of the most successful efforts to effectuate change for immigrant workers. As a result, the use of mainstream cultural narratives in framing these legal rights have resulted in immediate benefits for real people, whether it is the receipt of monetary compensation, immigration status, or workplace reform.

The framing of mainstream cultural narratives can lead to personal empowerment, if immigrant workers own their narratives. The careful construction of such cultural narratives to give voice to the lived experiences of immigrant workers can lead to empowerment by giving them a way to define themselves and resist their definition by dominant society. Work “provides people with dignity, achievement, and personal identity” by allowing immigrant workers to provide for their families and advance economically. While victimization can render an individual feckless, it can also empower victims if the victimization is addressed wisely. Workers have come forward to speak publicly about their experiences


215 See Benjamin I. Sachs, Employment Law as Labor Law, 29 CARDOZO L. REV. 2685, 2689 (2008) (identifying the ways in which employment law can, in fact, function as a substitute form of labor law).

216 See supra note 95.

217 See supra sources cited note 153.

218 See Lara Karaian, The Troubled Relationship of Feminist and Queer Legal Theory to Strategic Essentialism: Theory/Praxis, Queer Porn, and Canadian Anti-discrimination Law, in FEMINIST AND QUEER LEGAL THEORY: INTIMATE ENCOUNTERS, UNCOMFORTABLE CONVERSATIONS 375, 378–79 (Martha Albertson Fineman et al. eds., 2009) (discussing the theory of “strategic essentialism” where subordinated groups can be empowered if provided “a means to self-define, as opposed to being defined by those who would oppress them”).

219 Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 36, at 1411; Gordon & Lenhardt, supra note 29, at 1194.

220 See Volpp, supra note 144, at 509.
not only for the cathartic effect\footnote{See Richard Delgado, \textit{Storytelling for Oppositionists and Others: A Plea for Narrative}, 87 Mich. L. Rev. 2411, 2437 (1989).} but also with the underlying motivation to impact the lives of existing and future workers. Criminalization of employers helps to rebalance the power between employers and employees, particularly given the usual focus of criminalizing immigrants.

Those who work with immigrant workers, however, need to ensure that the workers themselves power the narratives. Otherwise the narratives reflect a form of myth making by outsiders, which results in the (sometimes unwitting) subordination of individuals by advocates. Many of the public policy campaigns include immigrant workers precisely because community advocates recognize that the voices of immigrant workers should supply the narratives and lead campaign strategy.\footnote{\textit{Fine}, supra note 110, at 249; Interview with Lisa Duran, Exec. Dir., Derechos Para Todos/ Rights for All People, in Denver, Colo. (July 18, 2013) (on file with Utah Law Review). \textit{But see Moody, supra note 135, at 155 (The immigrant worker movement tends to be dependent on staffers who are frequently, though not exclusively drawn from the educated middle class, so that “skill often substitutes for mass social power” needed for effective movements).}} Others have amply criticized the regnant mode of lawyering where traditional attorneys work on behalf of rather than with client communities.\footnote{\textit{López}, supra note 16, at 23–24 (1992); Lucie E. White, Goldberg v. Kelly on the Paradox of Lawyering for the Poor, 56 Brook. L. Rev. 861, 861–62 (1990).} Instead, lawyers should empower clients by privileging their narratives and providing them with political agency.\footnote{\textit{López}, supra note 16, at 39–40; \textit{White, supra note 224, at 887.}} Public interest attorneys, in particular, need to consider how to enable immigrant workers to tell their own stories within their legal case and engage in choices about legal remedies. In this way, victims can pursue legal remedies, while possessing the agency to vindicate their rights. They can be empowered by the positive impact their actions can have on the lives of existing workers or future employees,\footnote{\textit{Lee, supra note 62, at 68.}} including those who more broadly are members of the mainstream.\footnote{\textit{See Cunningham-Parmenter, supra note 36, at 1409.}} Given the vulnerability and outsider status of immigrant workers, this empowerment is necessary for mobilizing the movement.

While these strategies, for the most part, advocate for the legal rights of individual immigrant workers, the construction of a common outward identity among immigrant workers can also create a collective identification that promotes solidarity.\footnote{\textit{Della Porta & Diani, supra note 6, at 109.}} By linking the messaging with the subjective experience of an individual, it enables such immigrant workers to see across the movement to link between themselves and others with common interests, values, and histories.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} The construction of common narratives by telling stories\footnote{Delgado, \textit{supra note 221, at 2437.}} allows some immigrant
workers to erase the shame and more readily take action to advance their legal rights. Worker centers or other community-based organizations that work with immigrant workers can assist in the formation of this collective identity, particularly for immigrant workers in industries that have decentralized workplaces, such as domestic workers and day laborers. They can create solidarity among workers by ultimately connecting individual issues to the larger systemic problem, while serving as a springboard for organizing and empowering immigrant workers to address workplace issues.

These mainstream narratives also offer a way to identify with larger groups, such as the “new” working poor that will be necessary to create power. To the extent that the workplace is an arena for the public interaction of different groups, it has the potential to create a common bond and experience between groups. Within the labor movement, divisions along race and immigration status remain, which can undermine the possibility of a broader solidarity among low-wage workers. At the same time, there are concrete examples of worker solidarity across race and immigration status lines. Such cooperation potentially provides for the creation of narratives that may more broadly encompass all low-wage workers, relating to the common sentiment of a certain powerlessness vis-à-vis their employer. The welfare-to-work policies of the 1990s managed to push out large swaths of the poor into low-wage jobs whose economic situations have often worsened since leaving welfare. The connection across traditionally divided
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232 See id. Marco Nuñez, Executive Director of El Centro Humanitario para los Trabajadores, has described how the process of sharing wage theft experiences helps workers strip away the individual shame, see how it is linked to a more systemic issue, and follow through with their complaint. Nuñez, supra note 230; see also GORDON, supra note 153, at 186 (describing how a legal clinic can help explain the link between the individual claims and the systemic issues).
233 GORDON, supra note 153, at 288–89; see GLEESON, supra note 99, at 197.
234 Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 36, at 1412; Gordon & Lenhardt, supra note 29, at 1195 (citing Kenneth L. Karst, The Coming Crisis of Work in Constitutional Perspective, 82 CORNELL L. REV. 523, 543 (1997)).
236 Gordon & Lenhardt, supra note 29, at 1234–35.
groups by ethnicity, race, or immigration status may become possible because of the commonality of this experience. The aspiration is by engaging all low-wage workers in a communicative relationship, the narrator and listener create a “we” through their identification, which provides for group identification and can help lessen the stereotyping of immigrant workers. And while the focus on private employers may appear to avoid systemic issues, the reform of law governing the workplace holds the promise of addressing some of these social inequities. In this regard, the identification of the immigrant worker movement with the larger labor movement can help fight against complacently accepting incremental reforms while devising ways to raise the normative standards for all low-wage workers. The support by national unions of immigrant workers opens up the possibility of broader reform for low-wage workers. The deployment of such mainstream cultural narratives that encompass all low-wage workers, therefore, can help transform perceptions to make dominant forces understand that structural changes to the private industry are necessary, becoming a significant tool for contributing to future change.

Despite the perils of mainstreaming, the use of mainstream cultural narratives is a way for immigrant workers to gain much-needed benefits. A better approach to mainstreaming, however, will require minimizing the harm created by aligning with dominant groups, while also grappling with how to be inclusive of all members. Immigrant workers can best inform themselves of these potential harms by creating connections with similarly subordinated groups—be it
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239 The recent movement among workers in the fast-food industry has brought together a diverse group of workers. See, e.g., Alan Feuer, Life on $7.25 an Hour, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 1, 2013, at MB 1; see also Fred Tsao, Building Coalitions for Immigrant Power, in IMMIGRANT RIGHTS IN THE SHADOWS OF CITIZENSHIP, supra note 161, at 329, 338–39 (describing connections made between Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights and the African American community in Chicago based on “bolstering wages and working conditions for all workers”).

240 STEWART ET AL., supra note 6, at 250.

241 Marouf, supra note 27, at 139, 142.


243 See Narro, supra note 153, at 105; see also MILKMAN, supra note 134, at 2–3 (highlighting the central role of immigrants in revitalizing labor in southern California in the 1990s).

244 Griffith, supra note 134, at 638.

245 On the other hand, members of out groups may belong to other in groups, such as parents or churchgoers, which provide them with membership in local communities.
immigrants from different ethnicities or native-born workers of different races—although significant challenges remain to create such alliances. Immigrant workers themselves should power the cultural narratives used by the movement to reflect their real experiences. Only then will such narratives result in empowering workers and open up the possibility of strengthening a common identification among workers to engage in collective action.

V. STRATEGIC MAINSTREAMING

Through strategic mainstreaming, the immigrant worker movement can advance its agenda. This approach requires that immigrant workers inform, shape, and lead multifaceted approaches with local institutions that can minimize harm while leading to the increased acceptance of immigrant workers. In the previous Part, the discussion notes the importance of having immigrant workers owning mainstream narratives and the positive impact it can have on empowerment and on collective identification. It also acknowledges the need to reach out to similarly subordinated groups to minimize the risks of aligning with the mainstream while watching against the complacency associated with incremental gains that can operate to disarm a movement. As the costs impact their own communities and futures, immigrant workers as participants in—if not leaders of—these strategies will simply have a better opportunity to gauge what approaches might minimize these risks. Minimizing these risks requires a connection to the outsider vision, both as an internal organizing principle and a long-term goal. Strategic mainstreaming ultimately recognizes that given the constraints of the current system, opting for mainstream cultural narratives can more pragmatically serve the goal of incorporating immigrant workers into dominant society and can serve as the precursor to building movements with political power.

246 See, e.g., Omatsu, supra note 161, at 277–78 (recounting immigrant worker leaders with Korean Immigrant Worker Advocates who were able to bridge the racial divide among workers promoted by their employers).

247 See Cho, supra note 206, at 110.

248 Omatsu, supra note 161, at 277–78.

By deploying a multifaceted approach, strategic mainstreaming maximizes its success. This approach, referred to by professor Scott Cummings as a “legal pluralist” approach, involves attacking the problem from various angles through the judiciary, legislature, and executive, as well as public opinion, taking advantage of how employer and employee activities intersect with the law in multiple ways. Use of litigation is effective, for example, because the courts can be a better recourse in light of failed governmental institutions, and litigation can be used to assist with organizing efforts for the underlying movement. Advocacy with administrative agencies can favorably impact immigrant workers because regulations are continually reinterpreted by the agency. Both the judiciary and executive are more removed from the direct political process, which provides immigrant workers with potential advantages. On the other hand, coalitions have, at times, managed to navigate the legislative process despite the lack of traditional political power, resulting in the enactment of favorable laws protecting workers. Direct actions by immigrant workers can help sway public opinion while effectively changing employer practices, often when traditional legal strategies are stalled. Further studies are needed to better measure the relative efficacy of different strategies in advancing the legal rights of immigrant workers, as factors beyond cultural narratives play a role in making a particular strategy successful. But each of these strategies commonly uses mainstream cultural narratives to resonate with the values of dominant society.

Another clever approach to maximize the success of strategic mainstreaming is to “go local.” The use of strategic mainstream narratives to advance the rights of immigrant workers have had more success at the local level in traditionally progressive jurisdictions, given the large geographic diversity of the United States and the fairly divergent politics of different regions. It is worth noting that national organizations, such as the National Employment Law Project and National Day Laborer Organizing Network, provide critical
makes sense where mainstream culture in certain urban corridors, for example, may have more interaction with immigrant workers as employees, neighbors, and community members.  

Local culture shapes the particularities of any given strategy, informing immigrant workers of the possible openings and alliances needed to achieve their agenda. The devolution of issues impacting immigrants to the local level may be a result of the lack of national consensus towards immigration at the federal level, or simply the natural response of local communities adapting to demographic changes. Regardless of the cause, a number of scholars, such as Peter Spiro and Rick Su, have recognized this trend of devolution as a potentially favorable trend for immigrants. Localities not only have more firsthand experience with the demographic change but are also more intimately familiar with the legal and cultural assumptions that shape how communities are structured and organized. Successful relationships with local agencies have led to investigatory and enforcement resources favoring immigrant workers and expanded interpretations of workplace exploitation that qualifies as criminal activity for victim-based immigration relief. In 2013, using these local relationships, there were an unprecedented number of local laws enacted that restored rights to immigrants, such as laws concerning access to drivers’ licenses and higher education.


Gordon, supra note 100, at 2136–37.


Rodriguez, supra note 259, at 605; Su, supra note 260, at 1624.

disempower clients, multifaceted approaches provide public interest attorneys with the opportunity to not only collaborate within varied interdisciplinary coalitions but to also get involved in community efforts where immigrant workers are active participants. Such multifaceted work diminishes the inherent risk of having outsiders (even “benevolent” ones) construct narratives for subordinated individuals. Using local relationships also provides immigrant workers, who are likely to be more involved and engaged at the local level; employees; neighbors; and community members to play an active role. Strategic mainstreaming requires this kind of engagement by immigrant workers.

In the long term, the choice of strategic mainstreaming—redefining immigrants as workers or victims—can help immigrant workers with the political goal of becoming full members of society, even though they may not have formal citizenship status. Immigrant workers may also be consumers, church members, students, or parents who are engaged in actions that serve to incorporate them into mainstream society. The workplace, however, still remains one of the most important arenas for the interaction of groups leading to the opportunity to engage in a shared experience. A critical mass of low-wage immigrant workers in a community can lead to the partial incorporation in the body politic, because there is a practical need for communities to adapt to the presence of immigrant workers. Work helps to incorporate immigrant workers into the polity over time and serves as a pathway to significant components of citizenship. While recognizing the divisions that exist between immigrant and native-born workers, by exercising their workplace rights, immigrant workers have the potential to create loyalty between these groups where “all residents have opportunities to invest in the community . . . .” Regardless of the fact that many immigrant workers cannot formally vote, they have exercised their political power in public policy campaigns by petitioning or engaging elected officials or in direct actions against employers. When immigrant workers use mainstream cultural narratives in


267 Gordon & Lenhardt, supra note 29, at 1219.

268 Cunningham-Parmeter, supra note 36, at 1412.

269 Nonvoters may wield influence in other ways, such as through their children. Currently 22.7% of all children in the United States had parents who were immigrants. IMMIGRATION POL’Y CTR., Strength in Diversity, supra note 178. “New Americans,” which
litigation, public policy, or direct action campaigns, whether they fail or succeed, they are exercising political power and facilitating their inclusion into mainstream society. This inclusion increases familiarity with immigrant workers as individuals, which can improve mainstream attitudes about social policy impacting immigrant workers. Societal incorporation through mainstream cultural narratives, therefore, can eventually help immigrant workers build the political power necessary to effectuate changes in public policy to achieve a more normative vision.

Immigrant workers are increasingly coming out of the shadows energized by the possibility of change. While these movements are still at a nascent stage, legitimation in mainstream society will not end the social and economic struggles of immigrant workers. In this sense, the broader strategies of universal citizenship or human rights for immigrant workers play a significant role in organizing workers and providing a more normative vision for the struggle. The dominant class needs to be able to find a corresponding identity with immigrant workers that assist with this gradual integration process. With the immediate reality of immigrant workers as outsiders, the movement’s continued articulation of a collective identity that resonates with the mainstream will be a necessary choice to fundamentally alter the willingness of the broader society to recognize the need for change.

VI. CONCLUSION

The immigrant worker movement has the power to change law through cultural narratives. This power, however, is significantly constrained because dominant cultural values delineate the available opportunities. The law generally disadvantages immigrant workers because it embodies mainstream cultural narratives of immigrants as outsiders, criminals, and job stealers. In response, a more transformative or radical conception of immigrant worker rights is a strategy that can fail to connect with the mainstream culture, and at times, be antagonistic.
On the other hand, the movement has, at times, successfully opted for cultural narratives that resonate with mainstream interests to advance their rights. In turn, these successes are reshaping the legal landscape for immigrant workers.

My conclusion that strategic mainstreaming is a worthwhile enterprise, therefore, is ultimately informed by pragmatism. Given that immigrant workers are politically unpopular, mainstream cultural narratives offer a way to gain political traction and wield power most effectively. If advances can be made at the local level that have an immediate impact on lives, then immigrant workers should take advantage of those openings. Protagonists involved in shaping these narratives, particularly public interest attorneys and community advocates, need to carefully consider how to use the voices of immigrant workers to power the narratives to maximize empowerment and solidarity. Immigrant workers, in alliance with other subordinated groups, need to be informing, shaping, and leading such strategies to ensure that they minimize unintended consequences for disfavored groups while continuing to fight for outsider reforms.

The hope is that mainstream cultural narratives will help with the incorporation of immigrant workers into mainstream society. This incorporation process is generally significant not only to create increased familiarity with immigrants as societal members but to also increase their political power. Over time, the shift of demographics or increasing impact of globalization may change the legal framework. An increasing number of native-born U.S. citizens live in households with immigrants, which may help realize a more normative vision for immigrant workers. Globalization may reveal the salience of a more universal conception of human rights or citizenship. In the meantime, immigrant workers will continue to need mainstream cultural narratives to advance their agenda.

---

273 See supra note 269 and accompanying text.